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THUNDER
Titan’s Hydrocarbons: Uncovering New Dimensions of 
Evolutionary Processes
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Titan Background
“Just to the left of all our expertise.”

• Rivers, lakes, seas, O my!


• Unstable, massive atmosphere.


• Interior water ocean.


• Dynamic surface geology.


• Global tectonics, contraction?


• Cryovolcanoes?



2023 Decadal Survey on Titan
New Frontiers Mission - $1650M Cost Cap 



Goal Objective Physical 
Parameter Observables Instrument Requirements

Decadal Question Science Closure System being 
investigated.

Actual 
measurement 

(usually photons)

Method to get 
measurement.

Resolution, range, 
etc.

“Characterize 
Titan’s global 

geology.”

“Determine if Titan 
has a convecting 

ice shell.”

“Tectonic mode - 
Stratigraphically young 

folds and thrusts.”

“Radar 
backscatter.”

“Synthetic 
Aperture Radar”

“~125 m 
horizontal”

Science Traceability Matrix

• Government funded, answerable to the public.


• Must show concrete success.


• Hypothesis-driven, deductive science.



• Answerable to Decadal 
Survey without 
overlapping with 
Dragonfly.


• Geology and 
geophysics focused.


• No atmospheric 
science or prebiotic 
chemistry 
experiments


• “He put the fear of 
Cost into us.”



THUNDER Science Objectives: Decadal Titan Orbiter

✓
Determine Titan’s internal structure, the depth and thickness of the ice shell and 
subsurface ocean, and whether the former is convecting; and determine rates of 
interior-surface solid or gas interchange.

✓ Characterize Titan’s global geology and its landscape-shaping processes.

✓ Characterize Titan’s global methane hydrological and sedimentological system, 
including surface transport/flow rates and cloud distributions.

✓ Quantify the production, transport and fate of organic molecules in Titan’s upper 
atmosphere and atmospheric and climate evolution in general.



Is Titan’s ice shell convecting?
Objective 1

A convecting ice-shell efficiently dissipates heat from the deep interior, enhancing the 
formation of high-pressure ice phases. 

Conducting RegimeConvecting Regime



Are Titan’s lakes connected by an alkanifer?
Objective 2

If true, this may be a major geological source of methane to sustain the atmosphere.



Is Titan losing atmospheric and marine methane? 
Objective 3

• Crater counting.


• Fewer, smaller craters at low altitude 
is evidence of a global ocean.


• Constrains atmospheric evolution.


• Changes in lake volume between 
Cassini and THUNDER 


• Sensitive to medium-scale climate 
variations.


• Constrains exchange between N and 
S poles.



“Taking the pulse of Titan’s 
hydrocarbon circulatory system.”

“Is Titan dying?”



Instruments
Driven by Science Traceability

• Radar (Magellan RDRS/
TitanExplorer radar analog)


• Synthetic aperture radar


• Radar altimeter


• Radiometry


• Vis/IR spectrometer (OSIRIS-REx 
OVIRS analog)


• Gravity science (X & S band)







Fill in at ~300 m resolution.

Zebker et al (2013)



Dhingra et al. 2019

IR spectrometer (don’t ask me, please)

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2018GL080943#


Gravity Science

Courtesy of Nick Wagner at Baylor



Getting to Titan

10 year cruise phase, 2 year pump down phase, 5 year science phase.

Cold bias at Venus, warm bias at Saturn.



THUNDER
This is the crazy bit.

• Challenges: 


• How do you power a 
spacecraft in safe mode at 
both Venus and Saturn?


• How do you power it for ~17 
years?


• Solution:


• RTGs decay with time.


• Solar panels don’t.


• 129 m2 UltraFlex solar array.



Science Operations
—— 85º



$1518.2M FY24 Total Mission Cost    
($1650M cost cap) 

- $1126.5M for Phases A-D with LV 
($1240M cost cap)


- $  391.7M for Phases E-F ($ 410M cost 
cap)

New Frontiers Mission

Major Weaknesses
• The decision to use solar panels.


• “Why no mass spec?” (A digression 
on mission creep.)


• Vis/IR spectrometer is “descope 
bait.”



Final thoughts: 

• Crash course in NASA priorities, bureaucracy, 
politics, and mission philosophy.


• Hypothesis-driven, deductive methods for science 
proposals.


• Collaboration, networking, interdisciplinary education.


• I got to see a bunch of cool stuff, too.




